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She is known for Fossil Fool 
Bulletin, published 2017-2021. 
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monthly or as required. 

A Substack newsletter version 
is located at: 

https://evesinton.substack.com/ 

Where you can subscribe. 
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https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=100089607618624 
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Focus on SANTOS 
By Focus Publications for Knitting Nannas Against Gas

Santos vs farmers: pipeline 
battle heats up 
Eve Sinton
On Saturday, January 29, police were called to a state forest 
near Gunnedah after more than 60 farmers blockaded Santos 
trucks amid a dispute over potential water extraction and 
fracking.  

Local communities feared the Sub-Artesian Basin and aquifers could 
be forever polluted if coal seam gas projects went ahead, and saw no 
option but to take action after the NSW Government renewed a 
petroleum exploration licence in the area.

Farmer blockades of mining trucks will escalate unless real action is 
taken to resolve land and water use conflict, NSW Farmers warns. 
NSW Farmers President Xavier Martin said this sort of conflict was 
likely to escalate if decision-makers remained “out of touch” with 
communities. 

Santos called police on a group of farmers who blockaded a 
‘thumper truck’ carrying out seismic testing near Gunnedah.  
Photo: Peter Wills, Facebook
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“There is a growing disconnect between the people 
making these poor decisions about regional 
communities and those who actually live there,” 
Martin said.

EDO supports farmers 
Protesting landowners have the support of the 
Environmental Defenders Office (EDO).

EDO Solicitor and Head of Legal 
Education Jemilah Hallinan said: 

“There is every reason landholders should be 
concerned about this pipeline 
development because it will likely have very 
significant impacts on land, livelihoods and the 
environment. 

“Hunter Gas Pty Ltd has identified a corridor 
200m wide stretching for hundreds of kilometres 
and impacting more than 400 landholders. 

“EDO is assisting affected landholders along the 
whole length of the proposed pipeline and helping 
them to use the law to assert their rights and 
protect their land and livelihoods.  

“Our clients represent a wide range of landholders, 
from small ‘hobby farmers’ in the Hunter to the 
owners of very substantial and highly productive 
agricultural concerns on the Liverpool Plains. 

“They are united in their desire to uphold their 
property rights and protect their land from undue 
impacts of this proposal.” 

NSW Farmers called for an independent Agriculture 
Commissioner at the last election to try and head off 
these sorts of conflicts.

Xavier Martin said, "But sadly we’re four years down 
the track and the conflicts are growing. It is 
absolutely clear that there is an increasing problem 
here, and we are calling on all sides of politics to 
really prioritise this matter before the March 25 
election.”

Following the 2019 state election the NSW 
Government appointed Daryl Quinlivan as 
Agriculture Commissioner within the Department 
of Primary Industries. While he had written two 
reports for the NSW Government, the rising 

number of transmission and energy installations and 
‘state significant projects’ signed off by Ministers 
were seen by many as proof the planning system was 
broken. 

Martin said NSW Farmers members believed that 
without true independence and resources to call out 
poor planning decisions or policies, the Agriculture 
Commissioner would continue to be ineffective. 
“People are very impressed with Mr Quinlivan’s 
knowledge when they hear him speak, but his advice 
must translate to better outcomes,” Martin said.

• See this story online: 

https://evesinton.substack.com/p/santos-pipeline-battle-heats-up-ltg 

 

The confrontation with police gets heated. 
Photo: Peter Wills, Facebook
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Call for candidates to 
serve communities, 
not coal and gas co’s 
Lock the Gate Alliance has released a policy 
platform ahead of the March NSW election 
and is doubling down on its fight to stop the 
coal seam gas industry from ever becoming 
established in the state. 

The commitment is one of several outlined in the 
group’s State Election policy platform, released on 
February 1. The Alliance is calling on all political 
parties and candidates to embrace the platform in 
the lead up to next month's election. 

The platform also notes that since the Paris 
Agreement, the NSW Government has approved 26 
new fossil fuel projects which, when combined, 
would be responsible for a staggering 4.4 billion 
tonnes of CO2-e – about 33 times NSW’s entire 
annual GHG emissions.

“Our ask for NSW election candidates is in line with 
what the International Energy Agency says must be 
done in order to avoid catastrophic global warming - 
no new or expanded coal or gas projects can be 
built,” said Lock the Gate Alliance NSW 
coordinator Nic Clyde.

The Alliance also asks whoever forms government 
after the election to:

• Develop a gas decarbonisation road map for 
NSW; 

• Scrap the Strategic Statement on Coal (one of the 
key policy drivers of coal expansion in NSW); 

• Support renewable alternatives to fossil fuels 
where renewable projects have community 
support; 

• Invest in a Hunter Valley Authority to lead 
structural adjustment, support workers and 
promote landscape restoration in the Hunter; 

• Develop new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage laws – 
co-designed with First Nations people – to protect 
cultural sites and landscapes;  

• Increase coal royalties to fund economic 
diversification, climate adaptation, landscape 
restoration, and mine rehabilitation;  

• Dramatically reduce direct greenhouse gas 
emissions from existing coal mines. 

“Right now, regional communities are fighting 
against Santos’ planned coal seam gas expansions 
across northwest NSW, the Liverpool Plains, and the 
Upper Hunter. NSW deserves a government that 
backs farmers and Traditional Owners over the 
interests of a polluting coal seam gas company," 
Clyde said.

• See this story online : 

• https://evesinton.substack.com/p/santos-pipeline-battle-heats-up-
ltg 
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A Gasfield flare. Photo: Supplied
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Call for Federal review of 
Narrabri Gasfield; Fossil fuel 
donations ‘legalised bribery’ 

Santos in the News 28 January - 3 
February 2023 
Former independent MP for New England, Tony 
Windsor, wrote an excellent article about Santos for 
The Saturday Paper, saying the Narrabri Gas Project is 
unviable without expansion onto the Liverpool 
Plains. He says Environment Minister Tanya 
Plibersek should review the project.

The farmers' protest near Gunnedah got quite a bit 
of media coverage.

Crikey and Renew Economy both covered aspects of 
fossil fuel donations to political parties.

Focus on Santos has summarised 9 news stories 
comprising 5,370 words for your convenience. There's 
a link to the full story at the end of each item. 

A print version of each edition of Focus on Santos 
can be found at knitting-nannas.org. 

 

Need for projects to plug looming gas 
supply shortage to test Australia’s 
climate goals
Mike Foley, Sydney Morning Herald, 27/01/2023

Urgent investment is needed in new gas fields to 
avoid looming shortages in NSW and Victoria, 
setting up a clash with the Albanese government’s 
new climate targets.

The Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission’s (ACCC) latest report on the east 
coast gas market, released on Friday, said current 
sources of domestic supply were running out and 
shortages would hit by at least 2027 and potentially 
sooner unless new gas fields were opened up.

The federal government could redirect exports into 
the local market under the Australian Domestic Gas 
Security Mechanism, known as the gas trigger, but 
that would mean disrupting crucial energy supplies 

to major trade and defence partners in Japan, China, 
Singapore and Korea.

The commission urged federal and state 
governments to cut the red tape gas companies face 
in getting big projects up and running.

Santos says it wants its Narrabri gas field in northern 
NSW to start production in 2025, supplying up to 
half the state’s demand. But the company is facing 
yet another legal challenge, with traditional owners 
last week appealing to the Federal Court.

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/need-for-projects-to-plug-
looming-gas-supply-shortage-to-test-australia-s-climate-
goals-20230127-p5cfxa.html 

 

The case against fossil fuel giant 
Santos
Tony Windsor, Saturday Paper, 28/01/2023

One of the final acts of the Gillard minority 
government honoured a commitment given by [Julia] 
Gillard in 2010 for the establishment of what is 
known as the “water trigger”.

The water trigger amendment created a more 
rigorous assessment of surface and groundwater 
impacts from large coalmines and coal seam gas 
projects, which have significant effects on our water 
resources.

Since 2013, there have been many attempts by the 
Liberal and National parties to weaken or destroy the 
water trigger. They have done this under the guise of 
removing additional “green tape” but thankfully have 
been thwarted in the senate by Labor, the Greens 
and independents.

During the decade since Gillard signed off on the 
water trigger, two major projects on the Liverpool 
Plains have been abandoned. Significantly, BHP 
withdrew its 500 million-tonne mining licence in 
2016 because it could not guarantee there would be 
no adverse impacts on the underlying water aquifers 
and recognised that the engineering challenges were 
too risky.

In April 2021, Chinese company Shenhua walked 
away from a nearby 500 million-tonne project, 
essentially due to its inability to develop a water-
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management plan that would pass objective scientific 
scrutiny, and because of an extraordinary campaign 
by the Gomeroi people to preserve sacred war 
memorials and other sites.

Last year brought a new fight. The phoney gas 
shortage debate gave the pretence for Premier 
Dominic Perrottet to break trust with the 
community and reverse the decision, promoting 
Santos’s Narrabri Gas Project with the go-ahead to 
explore on the flood plain, carry out seismic work 
and also allow survey work for a pipeline across the 
plain to Newcastle. Supposedly, this was to solve 
NSW’s gas issues.

Santos already has approval for 850 gas wells in the 
Pilliga Forest, adjoining the western boundary of the 
Liverpool Plains. As yet they have not decided to 
proceed with that project and it is so far unfunded. 
The consensus is that it is not economically viable 
without support for an extension into the Liverpool 
Plains, which needs to be obtained from both the 
major parties at state and federal level. Therein lies 
the risk to the magnificent soils and water of the 
Liverpool Plains.

To further muddy the waters is the fact that the 
Pilliga section is a recharge area for one of the 
world’s unique artesian systems, the Great Artesian 
Basin. This basin underlies 22 per cent of Australia’s 
landmass and is the only source of reliable water for 
many.

The Gomeroi people have filed an appeal against a 
recent decision by the National Native Title Tribunal, 
which ruled shortly before Christmas that the 
project could go ahead despite objections from 
traditional owners. The tribunal found the public 
benefit of the project outweighed any environmental 
concerns.

The real world is about politics, donations, winks and 
nods. Objective science is sidelined so the minister 
makes the final call irrespective of the science. 
History says trusting the states to do the appropriate 
scientific work as an agent of the Commonwealth on 
issues such as water, climate change and Indigenous 
cultural issues is tantamount to allowing the fox to 
live with the chickens. In the words of our greatest 

modern-day philosopher Darryl Kerrigan: “They’re 
dreamin’.”

With the NSW election only two months away, it 
seems the major parties have decided that the 
phoney “gas shortage” narrative will be a bipartisan 
way of minimising any political damage from 
reopening mining on the Liverpool Plains. This is 
true at the federal level, too.

Deputy NSW Liberal leader Matt Kean – known as 
the “green chameleon” in the city and the “Putin of 
the plains” in the country, where he wants to see as 
many holes on the flood plain as the Russians do in 
Ukraine – gave clearance last week for Santos to 
invade private land with a view to developing a 300-
kilometre pipeline to Newcastle. This would run 
across the Liverpool Plains and the Hunter Valley.

The Liberal and Labor parties clearly don’t want the 
Santos proposal to be an election issue for either of 
them. 

The only state election combatants interested in the 
policy integrity issues surrounding the Santos 
proposal and the environmental consequences of coal 
seam gas development on the flood plain and the 
Pilliga are the minor parties and independents. They 
have planned visits soon. Federal teals, the Greens 
and others are also questioning the need for such a 
project, given the obvious emissions problems, water 
concerns and Indigenous cultural issues.

The Albanese government, under Environment 
Minister Tanya Plibersek, has quite rightly initiated a 
review of 18 contentious development projects with a 
view to assessing “climate change impacts” as part of 
any ministerial sign-off process. This is a good step, 
but the question has to be asked: Why isn’t the 
Santos Narrabri proposal part of process?

With the polls showing a trend away from the major 
parties, it could well be that independents, especially 
on Sydney’s north shore, will be the saviours of their 
country cousins. … We cannot depend on the major 
parties at this point – they are too busy with tawdry 
power plays and embarrassing dress-ups.

https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/opinion/topic/2023/01/28/the-
case-against-fossil-fuel-giant-santos 
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Farmers blockade coal seam gas 
exploration at NSW Wondoba State 
Conservation Area
Olivia Babb, ABC, 30/01/2023

Police were called and a coal seam gas company could 
not get to a seismic testing site for six hours 
after farmers from the Liverpool Plains blockaded a 
conservation site.

The late Saturday night decision saw more than 60 
farmers use their vehicles the following day to 
block Santos trucks from accessing the Wondoba 
State Conservation Area, south of Gunnedah.

One of those farmers, Rosemary 
Nankivell, said the group feared the work would 
cause harm to native animals and water.

"The Liverpool Plains sit over the Namoi 
catchment. There are heaps of communities, 
farmers, and livestock that depend on our water," she 
said.

Ms Nankivell said farmers were concerned fracking 
would be used if the seismic testing progressed to 
full-scale gas production.

"Santos has no plans to use hydraulic fracture 
stimulation as part of the Narrabri Gas Project. We 
are not seeking approval for its use as part of the 
Narrabri Gas Project EIS," a spokesperson said.

Santos contacted local police to assist with the six-
hour blockade.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-01-30/farmers-rally-against-santos-
csg-exploration-wondoba/101905522 

 

Oxley police called to peaceful protest 
against Santos on Milroy Road near 
Gunnedah
Northern Daily Leader, 30/01/2023

Police have warned any attempts by protesters to 
block roads to energy companies and other vehicles 
will result in officers being called. (Paywalled.)

https://www.northerndailyleader.com.au/story/8066375/well-have-to-
intervene-police-warn-peaceful-protestors-not-to-block-roads/?src=rss 

 

Property owners along the proposed 
Hunter Gas Pipeline route stand by 
their rights
Matthew Kelly, Northern Daily Leader, 01/02/2023

The NSW Environment Defenders office estimates 
more than 400 landholders could be directly 
impacted by the proposed Hunter Gas Pipeline 
route. (Paywalled.)

https://www.northerndailyleader.com.au/story/8068312/landholders-
stand-up-for-their-rights/ 

 

‘Legalised bribery’: Australia’s dirtiest 
corporations donate millions to Labor, 
Coalition and Palmer’s party, data 
reveals
Clive Palmer’s company Mineralogy blew political 
donation records when it reported more than $110m 
given to the UAP before the 2022 election.

Emma Elsworthy, Crikey, 01/02/2023

Fossil fuel titans like Santos, Hancock Prospecting, 
Adani and Mineralogy are among the corporations 
that donated millions to the Australian Labor Party, 
the Coalition and the United Australia Party (UAP) 
last financial year, intensifying calls from 
powerbroker Greens to tighten the weakest donation 
and disclosure laws in the country.

This morning the Australian Electoral Commission 
(AEC) released a tranche of data revealing exactly 
how much political parties and third parties spent 
leading up to the 2022 federal election, as well as the 
donations used to fund campaigns last financial year.

Among the heavy hitters are UAP founder Clive 
Palmer’s Queensland-based mining company, 
Mineralogy, which donated a staggering $116 million 
to the UAP ahead of the 2022 election.

Labor’s total donations were $124 million, with hefty 
chunks of money categorised under “other receipts” 
from the Minerals Council ($102,500) and energy 
giant Santos ($69,500).

The Liberals posted $106.7 million in donations and 
other receipts, and the Nationals reported $11.5 
million, with donors including Adani Mining which 
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gave $107,700 to the Queensland LNP, Gina 
Rinehart’s Hancock Prospecting which gave $24,500 
to the Liberals, and Whitehaven Coal which donated 
$34,250 to the Liberal and National campaigns.

A slew of fossil fuel companies hedged their bets by 
spreading their donations across Labor, Liberal and 
the Nationals — including Beetaloo Basin gas 
fracking company Tamboran Resources ($200,000), 
gas producer Origin Energy ($11,480), Chevron 
($93,090), Woodside ($109,930), and owner of Vales 
Point coal-fired power station Trevor St Baker 
($120,249, including to the Liberal Democrats).

Overall the political duopoly got more than $2.3 
million from fossil fuel sources ($1.4 million to Labor 
and more than $900,000 to the Coalition) — 
but $105 million declared by the major political 
parties had no identifiable source, up from $62 
million in the previous year.

Greens Senator Larissa Waters said corporate 
donations were little more than “democracy for sale”, 
citing more than $230 million given to Labor and the 
Coalition in the past decade.

https://www.crikey.com.au/2023/02/01/political-donations-aec-labor-
coalition-uap/ 

 

Fossil giants tipped funds into major 
parties, but then the climate 
movement fought back
Michael Mazengarb, Renew Economy, 01/02/2023

New data from the Electoral Commission shows how 
fossil fuel giants funded the election campaigns of 
the major parties in 2022. But it also marked a 
financial fightback by the climate movement.

As we’ve sadly come to expect, the data shows the 
major parties – being Labor, the Liberals and the 
Nationals – happily taking more funds from the fossil 
fuel industry.

The list includes familiar names; Adani, Chevron, 
Santos, Whitehaven and Woodside as well as lobby 
groups APPEA and the Minerals Council of 
Australia.

I’ll note that according to the AEC’s data, no fossil 
fuel money flowed to the Australian Greens, nor did 
any money flow to the group of ‘teal independents’, 
which both campaigned on a platform of stronger 
climate action.

We know this money buys influence. Companies 
don’t make political donations without knowing they 
will be getting something in return. These donations 
are merely a cost of doing business.

For these companies, political donations are often 
the price of admission to the private dinners and 
influential events that provide direct access to the 
ministers and shadow ministers hoping to shape 
Australia’s future climate and energy policies.

It is access the average voter does not enjoy, and 
historically, it is not access that groups campaigning 
for better access for the environment have been able 
to gain.

But then the climate movement fought back…

Climate 200 is the fundraising project that was 
started by Simon Holmes à Court in an effort to 
counter the influence of corporate donors.

According to the AEC’s latest data, Climate 200 
raised almost $10 million in the lead up to the 2022 
federal election, amassing a warchest that was used 
to fund the campaigns of independent candidates 
committed to backing stronger climate action.

The disclosures show Climate 200’s funds came 
overwhelmingly from individuals, its largest backers 
being Atlassian co-founders Mike Cannon-Brookes 
and Scott Farquar. The duo chipped in more than 
$3.7 million between them. Another major backer 
was sharemarket trader Rob Keldoulis who added a 
further $1.2 million.

But the majority of the funds came from more than 
11,200 individual small donors.

As Holmes à Court has articulated, Climate 200 
was an effort to combat the huge amount of 
corporate money (including from the fossil fuel 
industry) that powers the election campaigns of the 
major parties.
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https://www.crikey.com.au/2023/02/01/political-donations-aec-labor-coalition-uap/
https://www.crikey.com.au/2023/02/01/political-donations-aec-labor-coalition-uap/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/nov/07/winning-teal-independents-backed-by-102m-in-climate-200-political-donations
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/nov/07/winning-teal-independents-backed-by-102m-in-climate-200-political-donations
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/feb/16/holmes-a-court-insists-climate-200-doesnt-have-any-agreements-with-the-independents-its-backing
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The great thing is that it worked. By coordinating 
the support of its grassroots backers, ten of the 
independent candidates supported by Climate 200 
successfully won election to the House of 
Representatives. Former Wallabies captain David 
Pocock was also elected as a senator for the ACT.

It was an unprecedented outcome for a group that 
was largely made up of candidates entering politics 
for the first time, and defeating well-resourced major 
party incumbents.

In contrast, the donations disclosures show mining 
billionaire Clive Palmer spending more than $117 
million on the election, but winning just a single 
senate seat for the climate-denying United Australia 
Party.

https://reneweconomy.com.au/fossil-giants-tipped-funds-into-major-
parties-but-then-the-climate-movement-fought-back/ 

 

NSW Farmers calls for govt action in 
gas protests
Beef Central, 01/02/2023

Farmers blockades of mining trucks will escalate 
unless real action is taken to resolve land and water 
use conflict, NSW Farmers warns.

https://www.beefcentral.com/news/nsw-farmers-calls-for-govt-action-
in-gas-protests/ 

 

Farmers demand federal government 
resolve resource land use conflicts
Jamieson Murphy, Nth Qld Register, 02/02/2023

Farmers are demanding the federal government step 
in to resolve land use conflicts with the resource 
sector, after being consistently misled or ignored by 
developers and state governments. (Paywalled.)

https://www.northqueenslandregister.com.au/story/8069058/farmers-
demand-feds-resolve-resource-land-use-conflicts/ 

 

• See this story online: 

https://evesinton.substack.com/p/call-for-federal-review-of-narrabri 
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